Council Goals
(decentralized mechanism to support the goals and enforce the SolarCoin principles)

Why it exists
1. Support & enforce the SolarCoin Principles
2. Help guide local strategy and needs for tools resources etc.
3. Decentralize to act locally
4. Provide CRM for KYC/D/E (Know Your Customer/Device/Energy) integrity audit procedures
5. Grow, educate and learn about customer needs at the edges
6. Resolve disputes among affiliates, claimants and foundation

Who is the SolarCoin council
The Solarcoin foundation and affiliates who have successfully granted accounts and/or met other conditions agreed by the council over time

When council meets
Meetings as needed (likely once a month)

Where meeting are held
virtually

What the Council Does
1. Drop / add new affiliates
2. Evolve best practices and standard of behavior
3. Ensure compliance with local regulations
4. Oversee Audit process of KYC/D/E data
5. Spend allocate portion of the NDF (Network Development Fee)
6. Determine penalties for fraud etc.
7. Random Round Robin Cross affiliate audits. This would happen 6 monthly.

How it operates
1. Formal meetings monthly
2. Informal communications on best practice etc. affiliate slack / telegram etc.
3. Each affiliate has 1 vote. Each founder has 1 vote.
4. Standing committees